Rule 183-1-12-.12 Tabulating Results
(a) After the Polls Close.
3. One of the three tapes of the tabulated results printed from the ballot scanner shall be affixed to the
door of the polling place for the information of the public along with a copy of the provisional ballot
recap form for the polling place. One tape shall be placed into an envelope (or reusable document
storage container suitable for the same purposes) provided by the election superintendent, along with
the "poll officer" memory card from the ballot scanner. The envelope shall be sealed by the poll
manager and the same two witnesses who signed the tape such that the envelope cannot be opened
without breaking such seal. The poll manager and the two witnesses shall initial the envelope
indicating that it contains the correct tape and memory card from the indicated ballot scanner. The
envelope shall be labelled with the name of the polling place, the serial number of the ballot scanner,
and the number assigned to the ballot scanner for that election. The third tape shall be placed into
another envelope with the polling place recap form.